Thank you for purchasing this I-PH-S beauty care machine

Please read this Operating Instructions manual carefully before use, and keep this book in a safe place for future reference

This product is designed to take care of normal skin and to beautify it. Any other usage and sales in connection with medical purpose are not supported
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Specification
- Name: Ionnic-Photon-Ultrasonic (I-PH-S) Skin Care Machine
- Adaptor input power: AC 100-240V
- Adaptor output power: 15V, 400mA
- Dimension: 17 X 9 X 5(cm)
- Weight: 175g
- Ultrasonic frequency: 3 MHz±5%
Foreword

The skin is the human body's largest organ, related to health and image. More and more people give more attention to our skin, especially women. However, gravity of earth, aging effect by light, all is harmful to our skin, make it sagging, loose, often have wrinkles, spots, acne and other problems. Maintain the skin's health, beauty, we not only need a dermatologist, beauty salon, the best is to treat themselves at home and have a daily care.

It is easy for us to care our skin in home with Ionic-Photon-Ultrasonic (I-PH-S) Skin Care Machine

1. Deep clean the skin
2. Replenishment, smooth wrinkles
3. Compact, improve skin
4. Elimination of facial swelling, Reduce the double chin, Shape the face shape
5. Dilute the spot, even in color, whitening
6. Eliminate dark circles, eye bags
Safety precaution

Note: Please read following information carefully before using your machine. This product is well-designed precision instrument. In order to have your device functioning perfectly, please read the below information thoroughly and follow all the instructions. This will help you to ensure the warranty validity and to extend the life cycle of your product.

1. Store your product always from the humidity and do not use it under water. Otherwise the electronic components of your product be corroded or have short circuit.
2. Never attempt to disassemble the product yourself. All the product components can only be maintained and repaired by professional technicians.
3. Don't use any adaptor other than the one included in the package. Using incompatible adaptor may result in malfunction and will avoid the warranty validity.
4. Any people with the following conditions must avoid using this product: patients with malignant, women during her pregnancy or period, patients with dermatosis of foci on themorrhage, urgent patient with unidentified diseases, and children and elders.
5. Keep this product away from children. Children shall not play with this product as the disassembled components may be swallowed by the children accidently.
Important notice

1. To ensure that this machine functions well, you can drop a tiny amount of water on the ultrasonic wave generator surface to see the water bobs. If the water bobs, it means that this machine is under normal function.
2. This machine should be used under normal conditions. Remember to turn off the power and unplug the cable when you stop caring skin. This will avoid over-heating problem caused by the air vibration and to prevent any possible burning of shortening product life cycle.
3. Don't use the machine without putting any skin care product on your skin—this will cause wave seriously reflection and result in discomfort or burning of your skin. Gelatinous skin care product is recommended.
4. Avoid using this machine in one area for too long. Move it around on your skin to avoid focusing effect caused by the wave energy. This effect may result in discomfort or burning of your skin.
5. When you are using this machine, always adhering the ultrasonic wave generator completely to your skin. An incomplete contact will cause a big difference of impedance and disperse energy on the interface. This will also cause an over-heating problem and result in a discomfort or burning of your skin.
6. When you finish using the machine, wipe off the medium left on the ultrasonic wave generator. A soft cloth is recommended to prevent any possible scratch.
7. Do not use water or any other chemical, cleanser or washing-up liquid to clean this product. This will cause a malfunction or shortened product life cycle.

The Simple Allergy Test:

1. Cleanse your wrist.
2. Apply some essence that you intend to use on the cleansed area, let it dry naturally (During the test, please don't touch water nor wash the essence away). If you experience allergy or any skin abnormalities, stop the test immediately and contact your doctor or nearest hospital straight away.
3. If after 48 hours, no allergy or any other forms of skin abnormalities appear, you may enjoy using this special unique essence and equipment regularly.
Nomenclature

Dynamic light detector:
Red 12pcs LED: 630nm
Blue 12pcs LED: 463nm
High energy, fully focused

Ligh function indicator, sequence: blue ‘red’ red-blue Alternately
Ultrasonic/ionic induct in/ionic induct out intensity indicator
Ultrasonic/ionic induct in/ionic induct out function indicator

3M Hz ultrasonic - ionic (GAVANIC), Made of high quality stainless steel

Ultrasonic/ionic induct in/ionic induct out intensity select button
Ultrasonic/ionic induct in/ionic induct out select button
Power switch

Adaptor

ion-ion+ electrode
When use ion-ion+, should touch this electrode like Illustration
Quick user guide

Confirm ultrasonic working

To ensure that this machine functions well, you can drop a tiny amount of water on the metal detector surface to see the water bobs. If the water bobs, it means that this machine is under normal function.

Note: it is best to use specified essence like gel

Every 5 seconds will have a "bi" sound, remind you to move detector evenly. Whether use or not, the machine will automatically turn off power after 10 minutes. If you wish to use it again, please restart again.
Operation Cautions

1. When you are using this machine, always adhering the metal detector completely to your skin. An incomplete contact will cause a big difference of impedance and disperse energy on the interface. This will also cause an over-heating problem and result in a discomfort or burning of your skin.

2. Don't use the machine without putting any skin care product on your skin. Recommended way is using skin care product on skin and on the surface of detector, and should add some when become dry.

Basic way to move detector.
From bottom to upward.
Left and right Symmetrically
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Connect power to socket.

一、Daily caring. (Please don't use the machine more than 3 time in one week, and don't use the machine more than 30 minutes each time.)

First: Deep cleaning skin Procedure:
1. Thoroughly remove make-up and impurities first.
2. Apply appropriate portion cleaning cream on your face and detector surface.
3. Select ultrasonic plus ion+ function, press intensity to your comfortable.
4. Along indicated route from jaw to the root of your ears and with 5 second time, other place like this indication.
5. Clean face with water and clean machine.

Second: Induct nutrient and shape face shape
1. Apply appropriate portion essence on your face and detector surface.
2. Select ultrasonic plus ion- function, press intensity to your comfortable.
3. Along indicated route from jaw to the root of your ears and with 5 second time, other place like this indication.
Third: photon caring
Select red light, nursing face, especially wrinkle area.
Every 5 seconds will have a “bi” sound, remind you to move detector every 5 seconds.
Recommended photon caring time is 10-20 minutes

二、Dilute the spot, even skin color, whitening (one time every two days)

First: Deep cleaning skin
Same as Daily caring first.

Second: Select ION- function.
1. Induct-in concentrate on spot area.
Apply appropriate portion essence, such as Vc, on your face and detector surface.
Detector stay 20-30 seconds in one position then move to next position.
三、Acne caring (one time every night)

First: clean skin
1. Select ultrasonic function and comfortable intensity, clean skin according to next route.
2. Clean face with water and clean machine.

Second: Lymphatic detoxing
1. Select ultrasonic function and comfortable intensity, perform Lymphatic detoxing according to next route.
2. Massage around acne.
3. Use blue light to care acne area 15-20 minutes.
4. Use red and blue pulse light to care 10 minutes.

四、Sensitive skin (one time every 2 days or one week)
1. Select ultrasonic function and comfortable intensity, procedure same as daily caring.
2. Use red and blue pulse light to care skin.
3. With Replenishment mask to do normal treatment after caring.
[Guarantee Certificate]

Product model: ___________________________  Purchase date: ___________________________

Purchase place: ___________________________  Sales Dept: ___________________________

One year Repair Guarantee

In the unlikely event that your product develops a fault within the first one year of purchase:
Please return your product along with your receipt and the original guarantee certificate and we will repair it free of charge provided you have operated it according to the Operating Instructions.

What is not covered?

1. Breakdown or damages due to
   (1) not following the operating instructions.
   (2) incorrect or unauthorized repair
   (3) accidental damages during your own transportation, or you drop it on the floor or you deliberately damage or neglect the product after purchase.
   (4) fire, earthquake, weather such as flood, lightning, high wind.

2. Please keep your guarantee certificate safe, as no duplicated certificate will be issued.